THE BASICS

Cost: $2.00 setup, additional $2.00 per 5000 stitches
File Format: SVG (save as from Illustrator)
Max. Size: 12” x 7” - Max. Colors: 7
You supply material, we supply thread and stabilizer

FILE PREPARATION

° Remove all clipping masks and gradients
° If your design contains more than one color, bring a color print for assigning thread colors choices
° Minimize fine details whenever possible and make text large enough to read when sewn. See examples for machine limitations
° Eliminate overlapping shapes for best results
° Best results for text are achieved when using larger, simple fonts. However, results will vary based on fabric type, size and color choice. See examples for machine limitations or speak to the DFS consultant.
° We select type of stitch based on your design. For specific stitch request speak to the DFS consultant.

We can now embroider "baseball" style caps! More details coming soon!

FABRICS

The machine can embroider on almost any type of fabric, even leather. Best results are achieved when using thicker fabrics that do not stretch.
You will be asked to place a piece of tape on your fabric to show desired placement and direction of your design

THREAD

We have approximately 60 colors of thread to choose from. Be careful when selecting thread colors. Designs sometimes suffer when threads with insufficient contrast are selected.

Backing Material

We have a variety of backing materials (stabilizers). We will select the appropriate type based on the fabric you provide. Stabilizer may be visible when used with sheer fabrics.